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August	31,	2020	
	
Jerry	Schoeppner,	Director	
Mining	and	Minerals	Division	
New	Mexico	Energy,	Minerals,	and	Natural	Resources	Department	
1220	South	St.	Francis	Drive	
Santa	Fe,	NM	87505	
	
Via	e-mail:	EMNRD.MMD2@state.nm.us		
	
RE:	Tyrone	Closure/Closeout	Plan	Permit	Revision	9-1,	Tyrone	Permit	No.	GR010RE	
	
Dear	Mr.	Schoeppner:	
	
On	behalf	of	the	Gila	Resources	Information	Project	(GRIP),	I	am	submitting	as	part	of	the	public	
comment	period	that	ends	today	the	following	comments	on	the	Tyrone	Closure/Closeout	Plan	
(CCP)	Permit	Revision	9-1,	Tyrone	Permit	No.	GR010RE.		
	
August	5,	2020	Virtual	Public	Meeting	
	
First,	we	would	like	to	provide	our	input	on	the	August	5	virtual	public	meeting	held	via	Webex.	
GRIP	is	very	disappointed	with	how	Freeport-McMoRan	took	advantage	of	the	public	meeting	
approach	and	devoted	more	than	its	fair	share	of	the	two-hour	virtual	meeting	to	respond	to	points	
included	in	our	presentation	rather	than	to	a	sincere	effort	to	educate	the	public	on	how	it	plans	to	
reclaim	the	Tyrone	mine.			
	
Instead,	Tyrone	staff	gave	a	cursory	review	of	the	Tyrone	CCP	and	did	not	provide	to	the	broader	
community	and	the	residents	who	live	adjacent	to	the	mine	much	explanation	about	how	Freeport	
plans	to	clean	up	and	reclaim	the	Tyrone	mine	and	protect	ground	and	surface	water	quality,	air	
quality,	and	wildlife	at	closure.	Unfortunately,	Tyrone	demonstrated	its	disregard	for	the	intent	of	
the	public	meeting	and	for	furthering	public	understanding	of	its	operations.	
	
Because	Freeport’s	presentation	went	on	for	45	minutes,	GRIP’s	technical	consultant	Jim	Kuipers	
had	15	minutes	or	so	to	race	through	his	presentation	before	the	conclusion	of	the	meeting.	By	that	
time,	attendees	were	dropping	off	the	Webex,	and	there	was	no	time	for	the	public	to	ask	questions.			
	
Given	the	way	in	which	the	public	meeting	transpired,	GRIP	is	unlikely	to	agree	to	a	public	meeting	
again	and	will	instead	continue	to	request	a	formal	public	hearing	so	that	GRIP	and	the	public	at	
large	are	ensured	sufficient	time	to	provide	input.	
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Tyrone	Closure/Closeout	Plan	Technical	Comments	
	
In	addition	to	his	PowerPoint	presentation	(attached),	GRIP’s	technical	consultant,	Jim	Kuipers,	
prepared	follow-up	comments	on	the	Tyrone	CCP	following	the	August	5	public	meeting.	They	are	
attached	to	this	cover	letter	along	with	some	additional	resources	for	MMD’s	consideration.	
	
Tyrone	Closure/Closeout	Plan	Financial	Assurance	
	
In	addition	to	Mr.	Kuipers’	comments	related	to	financial	assurance,	I	would	like	to	remind	MMD	of	
GRIP’s	continued	concern	with	the	use	of	collateral	as	financial	assurance	for	Tyrone.	
	
Acceptance	of	ranch	properties	as	Tyrone	Mine	financial	assurance	is	questionable.	Although	the	
Mining	Act	allows	collateral	to	be	used	as	a	form	of	financial	assurance,	there	are	problems	with	
ensuring	the	value	of	any	form	of	collateral	other	than	cash	or	equivalents.		
	

• In	particular,	real	estate	is	vulnerable	to	changes	in	value	and	could	be	subject	to	lien.		
• Freeport	ranch	properties	represent	30%	of	the	deeded	land	in	Hidalgo	County	and	7.5%	of	

the	deeded	land	in	Grant	County.	If	the	state	had	to	liquidate	ranch	properties	in	the	event	
of	a	Freeport	default,	putting	that	much	land	on	the	market	at	once	would	flood	the	market	
and	depress	prices.		

• It	is	also	unclear	if	collateral	would	be	protected	from	bankruptcy	court	should	Freeport	
default,	calling	into	question	whether	or	not	the	State	of	New	Mexico	would	have	access	to	
the	capital	in	the	form	of	collateral.	

	
GRIP	requests	access	to	the	latest	appraisals	for	ranch	properties	to	be	used	for	collateral	once	they	
are	available.		Digital	files	are	preferable.	
	
Finally,	we	reserve	the	right	to	request	a	public	hearing	under	the	Mining	Act	regulations	NMAC	
19.10.9.904E	if	any	new	information	comes	to	light	related	to	the	financial	assurance	proposal,	
given	that	the	form(s)	of	the	financial	assurance	are	not	yet	publicly	available.	
	
Thank	you	for	your	consideration	of	our	input.	
	
Sincerely,	
	

	
	
Allyson	Siwik	
Executive	Director	
	
	
Cc:			 Jim	Kuipers,	Kuipers	and	Associates	

Holland	Shepherd,	EMNRD/MMD	
David	Ohori,	EMNRD/MMD	
Kurt	Vollbrecht,	NMED/MECS	
Keith	Ehlert,	NMED/MECS	

	
	
	



GRIP Remarks 
Tyrone CCP Public Meeting 

August 5, 2020 
 
 
I’m Allyson Siwik, Executive Director of Gila Resources Information Project, also referred to as 
GRIP. 
 
Thank you to everyone for joining us tonight for this public meeting on the Tyrone Mine 
Reclamation Plan. Thank you to the Mining and Minerals Division for putting this online 
meeting together and for inviting us to participate as panelists 
 
For those of you who aren’t familiar with our organization, GRIP was founded in 1998 and 
we’ve worked on mining issues for more than 20 years.  
 
Our mission is to promote community health by protecting our environment and natural 
resources in southwestern New Mexico.  GRIP’s role has been to facilitate informed public 
participation in natural resource use decisions that will have profound and long-lasting impacts 
on the region’s environmental and economic health.  
 
For more than 20 years, we have worked to ensure that copper mining is done responsibly in 
Grant County. Although we recognize the economic importance of Freeport-McMoRan to local 
families and businesses, to Grant County and the state, as well as the significance of copper 
production to renewable energy development, we don’t think that company profits should 
come at the expense of healthy communities and environmental quality.   
 
GRIP is a new member of the internationally-recognized Initiative for Responsible Mining 
Assurance, or IRMA for short. IRMA’s Standard for Responsible Mining defines good practices 
for what responsible mining should look like at the industrial-scale. It provides the list of 
expectations that independent auditors use as the benchmark for responsible mines. Our input 
on the reclamation plan, permits and financial assurance to regulatory agencies and Freeport 
has been consistent with IRMA’s responsible mining standards. Jim Kuipers will talk more about 
this in his presentation. 
 
With the update to the Tyrone reclamation permit and financial assurance more than a decade 
out of date, we are pleased that this permit revision is finally moving forward. The updated CCP 
and permit are critical to protecting our water, land, air and wildlife and ensuring a healthy 
community when the Tyrone mine closes at some point in the future. 
 
GRIP, Freeport, the Mining and Minerals Division and NM Environment Department have been 
meeting quarterly for the past 2 years to work through comments on the updates to the 
reclamation plans for all three mine sites - Chino, Cobre, and the Tyrone mine – the  
reclamation cost estimates and financial assurance, and permitting. As was mentioned, Jim 
Kuipers representing GRIP has participated with Freeport and state agencies to reach consensus 



on the reclamation cost estimation methodology. We’re pleased that differences have been 
resolved which is needed in order to get updated financial assurance in place. 
 
As was mentioned by Mandy and David, I also want to call attention to the significant amount 
of reclamation work that the Tyrone folks completed under the discharge permit-27 settlement 
agreement between Freeport’s predecessor, Phelps Dodge, state agencies and GRIP.  This 
reclamation work will protect groundwater, air quality and wildlife and provided a significant 
number of reclamation jobs. It’s important to note that these folks remained on the job 
working on reclamation projects at Tyrone and Chino during the shutdown due to the 2008 
great recession.  
 
Overall, we’re looking forward to getting the reclamation plan approved.  As David Ohori 
mentioned, GRIP has withdrawn its request for a hearing on the Tyrone reclamation plan. We 
have worked with Freeport and the agencies to get our issues addressed. We requested that 
we have a public meeting instead of a hearing to ensure that the public has an opportunity to 
learn about the reclamation plan, ask questions and make comments. We reserve our right to a 
hearing if any new information emerges especially with regard to the financial assurance 
proposal and instruments. 
 
There is still work to be done in the next iteration of the reclamation plan and with that, I’d like 
to introduce GRIP’s technical consultant Jim Kuipers of Kuipers and Associates who has been 
working with us since 1998. Jim will provide more detailed comments on behalf of our 
organization. 
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August 31, 2020 
 
To: Allyson Siwik, Gila Resources Information Project (GRIP) 
 
From: Jim Kuipers P.E., Kuipers & Associates 
 
Re: Response to FMI comments re MMD Tyrone CCP Public Meeting 
 
The following comments are provided in response to comments made by FMI during their presentation 
at the August 5th, 2020 New Mexico Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) Tyrone Closure/Closeout Plan 
(CCP) Public Meeting in response to my presentation.  The comments address the three subjects 
identified by FMI in their rebuttal comments: Financial Assurance, Stormwater Design and Water 
Treatment Costs.   
 
In addition to our comments we have also included references to the Initiative for Responsible Mining 
Assurance (IRMA) Standard for Responsible Mining (https://responsiblemining.net/about/).  The IRMA 
Standard for Responsible Mining was developed through a collaborative process involving 
nongovernment organizations, businesses purchasing minerals and metals for resale in other products, 
affected communities, mining companies, and labor unions. IRMA’s Standard for Responsible Mining 
defines good practices for what responsible mining should look like at the industrial-scale.  It provides 
the list of expectations that are used as the benchmark for responsible mines. 
 
Financial Assurance 
 
FMI raised issues with respect to our recommendations for not allowing Third Party Guarantees and for 
using a period of greater than 100 years in the estimation of long-term monitoring, maintenance and 
water treatment operations costs. 
 
It is clear that the regulatory trend in the U.S. and elsewhere for some time now has been in the 
direction of eliminating Third Party Guarantees (TPGs) as a form of financial assurance.  During the past 
25 years various states such as Colorado and Nevada have eliminated their provisions for TPGs, and they 
are no longer allowed by the BLM or Forest Service.  Where states allow discretion to the regulator, in 
places like Montana, the regulators have made clear that TPGs are no longer acceptable.  Even where 
they have been allowed, such as in NM and in the case of FMI, the operators have recognized the social 
desirability, if not fiscal necessity, of providing real financial assurance, and reduced the amount of the 
TPG and instead replaced it with forms of cash.  Similarly, the use of ranch land as collateral for financial 
assurance should be eliminated and replaced with cash.  All we are recommending is that FMI continue, 
as it has done in the past, to accrue additional cash by making reasonable future annual investments in 
the existing cash trust.  This could potentially be tied to future production, done over a reasonable 
period of time, so as to eliminate the future public liability for their mines as the resources become 
exhausted. 

PO Box 145 
Wisdom, MT 59761 
406-689-3464 
 

  
  

Kuipers & Associates, LLC
James Kuipers P.E. 
Principal Consulting Engineer 
jkuipers@kuipersassoc.com   

https://responsiblemining.net/about/
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Our recommendation for 500 years in the estimation of long-term monitoring, maintenance and water 
treatment operations costs is similarly based on trends elsewhere in the U.S.  While it is true that EPA’s 
RCRA and CERCLA programs utilize 30-yr long-term time periods, those regulations and approaches 
were essentially developed in the early 1980’s, and at the time represented the only recognition of long-
term costs anywhere in mine remedial cost estimation.  Subsequently, beginning in 1992 at the Golden 
Sunlight Mine in Montana, long-term water treatment was first recognized as part of permitting a mine 
under modern regulations by both the BLM and Montana Department of Environmental Quality.  The 
financial assurance estimate used 100-yrs to approximate the costs for long-term treatment which 
established a precedent that is followed by most state and federal regulatory agencies, including New 
Mexico.   
 
However, beginning in approximately 2010, the BLM initiated the use of 500-yr duration for long-term 
costs for mines involving heap leach pads or tailings facilities, acid rock drainage, groundwater 
contamination, and miscellaneous access/site work related to those aspects (see Attachment A – BLM 
Basis and Round Mountain Mine example).  We would particularly note that BLM has explained that the 
approach in part was developed to address Native American Tribes’ specific concerns related to long-
term costs from a cultural perspective.  Given that there is no U.S. State with a more significant 
proportion of its residents being Indigenous people, this approach would be particularly appropriate 
from a cultural perspective.  Additionally, as was noted in our presentation, the actual additional cost to 
FMI is not significant, would indicate FMI is willing to be responsible for future costs, and would help 
ensure against long-term public liability. 
 
IRMA Chapter 2.6 Planning and Financing Reclamation and Closure addresses these subjects based on 
the objective to protect long-term environmental and social values, and ensure that the costs of site 
reclamation and closure are not borne by affected communities or the wider public.  The chapter is 
based on various sources1, and includes the following requirements: 
 

2.6.4.2. Financial surety instruments for shall be:  
a. Independently guaranteed, reliable, and readily liquid;  
b. Reviewed by third-party analysts, using accepted accounting methods, at least every 
five years or when there is a significant change to the mine plan;  
c. In place before ground disturbance begins; and  
d. Sufficient to cover the reclamation and closure expenses for the period until the next 
financial surety review is completed.  
 

2.6.4.3. Self-bonding or corporate guarantees shall not be used. 
 

                                                           
1 E.g., ICMM. 2005. Financial Assurance for Mine Closure and Reclamation. 
https://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/mineclosure/282.pdf;  
ICMM. 2006. Financial Assurance for Mine Closure and Reclamation: Guidance Paper. 
https://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/mine-closure/23.pdf;  
Sassoon, M. 2009. Financial Surety: Guidelines for the Implementation of Financial Surety for Mine Closure. (World 
Bank Group's Oil, Gas, and Mining Policy Division). pp. 7, 9, 10 and 41. 
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTOGMC/Resources/7_eifd_financial_surety.pdf;  
Kuipers, J. 2000. Hardrock Reclamation Bonding Practices in the Western United States. 
https://www.csp2.org/files/reports/Hardrock%20Bonding%20Report.pdf;  
USDA. 2004. Training Guide for Reclamation Bond Estimation and Administration. 
https://www.fs.fed.us/geology/bond_guide_042004.pdf 

https://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/mineclosure/282.pdf
https://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/mine-closure/23.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTOGMC/Resources/7_eifd_financial_surety.pdf
https://www.csp2.org/files/reports/Hardrock%20Bonding%20Report.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/geology/bond_guide_042004.pdf
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2.6.7.4. Long-term Net Present Value (NPV) calculations utilized to estimate the value of any 
financial surety shall use conservative assumptions, including: 

a. A real interest rate of 3% or less; unless the entity holding the financial surety can 
document that a higher long-term real interest rate can be achieved; and 
b. NPV calculation will be carried out until the difference in the NPV between the last 
two years in the calculations is US $10.00 or less (or its equivalent in other currencies). 
 

The use of the existing third party guarantees from FMI, which are the same as corporate guarantees, 
together with collateral, as it is not readily liquid, are contradictory to the IRMA Standard for 
Responsible Mining.  Similarly, the NPV calculation term of 100 years does not result in the IRMA 
recommendation for $10 or less, whereas the 500-year approach we recommend more closely achieves 
this result. 
 
Stormwater Design  
 
FMI objected to our recommendation to FMI and MMD/NMED that 200-yr 24-hr design criteria 
maximum precipitation estimates be applied to stormwater in respect of and to attempt to address 
climate change considerations.  In addition to our previous comments the following is offered in 
response to FMI’s comments which suggested we do not have scientific evidence for our 
recommendations.  
 
The general scientific consensus is that anthropogenically caused climate change is very likely to cause 
increases in frequency of hot extremes, heat waves and heavy precipitation, with greater potential for 
extra-tropical storm tracks, in New Mexico (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007)2.  
This translates for the Chino-Tyrone-Cobre-Little Rock Mines in Grant County, NM into an increased 
likelihood of heavy and prolonged precipitation events.  Further, as noted by the Union of Concerned 
Scientists (2016)3: 
 

“New Mexicans are accustomed to extreme rainfall, with much of the state’s precipitation 
generally falling in July and August, associated with the North American monsoon system. 
However, climate projections across the United States suggest that even as total annual 
precipitation decreases in places like the Southwest, the heaviest annual rainfall events may 
become more intense (Walsh et al. 2014). When heavier precipitation falls on drought-hardened 
or wildfire-transformed soil, which has a reduced ability to absorb moisture, more of the water 
runs off into streams instead of percolating into the ground (Chief et al. 2008). This can lead to 
flash floods, as occurred in 2014, when 90 percent of New Mexico experienced extreme or 
exceptional drought (Crimmins et al. 2014). The monsoon rains, which arrived late that year, 
dropped an average of three to six inches of rain across the state over just five days in 
September, with some areas receiving more than 10 inches (NWS ABQ 2015). Albuquerque 
received nearly half of its expected annual rainfall in a single deluge (Albuquerque Journal 
2013). As a result, river floods and crests were exceptional in downstream areas. Such extreme 

                                                           
2 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007. Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report - Summary for 
Policy Makers.  http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr_spm.pdf  
3 Union of Concerned Scientists (2016).  Confronting Climate Change in New Mexico: Action needed today  
to prepare the state for a hotter, drier future.  https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2016/04/Climate-
Change-New-Mexico-fact-sheet.pdf  

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr_spm.pdf
https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2016/04/Climate-Change-New-Mexico-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2016/04/Climate-Change-New-Mexico-fact-sheet.pdf
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events are projected to become more common, forcing communities to prepare for both 
extreme droughts and extreme floods.” 

 
The suggestion by FMI that the data accounts for climate change or that there is no evidence of climate 
change in the NOAA data is facetious.  As noted by NOAA (2011)4 “Precipitation frequency studies make 
the implicit assumption that the past is prologue for the future, i.e. that climate is stationary.”  “The 
estimates presented in this Atlas make the necessary assumption that there is no effect of climate 
change in future years on precipitation frequency estimates. The estimates will need to be modified if 
that assumption proves quantifiably incorrect.” Likewise, the suggestion that NOAA precipitation 
frequency estimates are current when they were last updated in 2011, and incorporate the potential for 
future climate change, is incorrect.  Further, FMI’s assertion that the climate data do not show a positive 
trend in precipitation based on an unidentified figure, is not supported by NOAA, with the Silver City NM 
area showing upward or no trend and no downward trends in the attached Figure A.3.1. from NOAA 
(2011).  
 
However, we do not have to contend that there is or will be an upward or downward trend.  Since it is 
not possible to quantify the future effects of climate change on flood flows with any confidence, an 
uplift of 10% to 20% is often applied to design storms or peak flows in response to this uncertainty 
(EGBC, 2018)5.  If FMI and the NMED and MMD were to address this matter conservatively, as has been 
the case by more progressive mining companies in the U.S., they would adopt the use of a 200-yr 24-hr 
flood event as the stormwater design standard. 
 
We recommend that MMD review the report released on August 1, 2019 by the American Geophysical 
Union that concluded:  “Extreme weather events are on the rise, but U.S. water management 
systems use outdated design guidelines. New research, published in the AGU journal Geophysical 
Research Letters, analyzed data from multiple regions throughout the U.S. and found the rising number 
of extreme storms combined with outdated building criteria could overwhelm hydrologic structures like 
stormwater systems.......... Though trends in rainfall extremes have not yet translated into observable 
increases in flood risks, these results nonetheless point to the need for prompt updating of hydrologic 
design standards, taking into consideration recent changes in extreme rainfall properties.”6 

We also recommend FMI, MMD and ED consider the following additional information on climate change 
and stormwater design criteria: 
 

Applying Climate Change Information to Hydrologic and Coastal Design of Transportation 
Infrastructure Design Practices   PREPARED FOR THE NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY 
RESEARCH PROGRAM TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/NCHRP1561_DesignProcedures.pdf 

 
Estimating Projected Precipitation for Hydrologic Design with a Changing Climate 
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/9780784482346.021 
 

                                                           
4 NOAA 2011.  NOAA Atlas 14 Volume 1 Version 5.0.   
5 Engineers and Geoscientists British Columbia (EGBC), 2018. Legislated Flood Assessments in a Changing Climate in 
BC, Professional Practice Guidelines. August 28. Version 2.1. British Columbia. 
6 https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2019GL083235   

http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/NCHRP1561_DesignProcedures.pdf
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/9780784482346.021
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2019GL083235
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Assessment of Changes in Flood Frequency Due to the Effects of Climate Change: Implications 
for Engineering Design Hydrology 2018, 5(1), 19.  https://www.mdpi.com/2306-
5338/5/1/19/htm 
 
The authors explore the uncertainty implied in the estimation of changes in flood frequency due 
to climate change at the basins of the Cedar River and Skunk River in Iowa, United States. The 
study focuses on the influence of climate change on the 100-year flood, used broadly as a 
reference flow for civil engineering design. Downscaled rainfall projections between 1960–2099 
were used as forcing into a hydrological model for producing discharge projections at locations 
intersecting vulnerable transportation infrastructure. The annual maxima of the discharge 
projections were used to conduct flood frequency analyses over the periods 1960–2009 and 
1960–2099. The analysis of the period 1960–2009 is a good predictor of the observed flood 
values for return periods between 2 and 200 years in the studied basins. The findings show that 
projected flood values could increase significantly in both basins. Between 2009 and 2099, 100-
year flood could increase between 47% and 52% in Cedar River, and between 25% and 34% in 
South Skunk River. The study supports a recommendation for assessing vulnerability of 
infrastructure to climate change, and implementation of better resiliency and hydraulic design 
practices. It is recommended that engineers update existing design standards to account for 
climate change by using the upper-limit confidence interval of the flood frequency analyses that 
are currently in place. 
 
Public Tools Developed by US Army Corps of Engineers -- Climate-Impacted Hydrology 
https://www.usace.army.mil/corpsclimate/Public_Tools_Dev_by_USACE/Climate-
Impacted_Hydrology/ 
 

It is important that the next iteration of the CCP include a precipitation analysis, frequency data on 
extreme precipitation events, and provide an evaluation of the reliability of infrastructure designs using 
more conservative design standards. 
 
IRMA Chapter 4.1 Waste and Materials Management addresses these subjects based on the objective to 
manage wastes and materials in a manner that minimizes their short- and long-term physical and 
chemical risks, and protects the health and safety of communities and future land and water uses.  The 
chapter includes the following requirements: 
 

4.1.3.2. The operating company shall perform a detailed characterization for each mine waste 
facility that has associated chemical risks. Characterization shall include: a. A detailed 
description of the facility that includes geology, hydrogeology and hydrology, climate change 
projections, and all potential sources of mining impacted water (MIW); 

 
  

https://www.mdpi.com/2306-5338/5/1/19/htm
https://www.mdpi.com/2306-5338/5/1/19/htm
https://www.usace.army.mil/corpsclimate/Public_Tools_Dev_by_USACE/Climate-Impacted_Hydrology/
https://www.usace.army.mil/corpsclimate/Public_Tools_Dev_by_USACE/Climate-Impacted_Hydrology/
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Water Treatment Costs 
 
FMI either misunderstood or mischaracterized our comments with respect to long-term water 
treatment costs.  First, it should be noted that in the interest of completing the financial assurance 
estimates in a timely manner, we did not undertake to provide detailed comments on long-term water 
treatment costs, but instead asked for FMI (or their consultants) to explain their rationale for reducing 
the costs.  As I recall the discussion that did take place, their explanation is that it was primarily based 
on reduced flow rates over time reducing power, chemical and other costs.  I also recall we discussed it 
was a matter of identifying fixed costs (e.g. costs regardless of flow rates) versus variable costs (costs 
that could be influenced by reduced flow rates such as power or chemicals).  I mentioned that while 
reductions could be justified in some cases, assumptions such as for reduced monitoring requirements 
had no basis in water quality predictions, and therefore should not be reduced until the need becomes 
actually evident over time.  My recommendation is that the agencies further consider this matter 
related to the present CCP and Discharge Permit and ensure the approach for FMI is consistent with that 
of other sites such as the Copper Flat Project proposal where this matter has undergone additional 
regulatory scrutiny. 
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Attachments 
 



LONG TERM CLOSURE COSTS 

Regulatory Authority: 
43 CFR 3809.552(c)- When BLM identifies a need for it, you must establish a trust fund or other funding 
mechanism to ensure the continuation of long-term treatment to achieve water quality standards and 
for other long-term post-mining maintenance requirements. 

Time-Frame: 
Perpetuity unless can demonstrate otherwise 

' 

Funding Mechanisms: 
Long-Term Trust Funds (LTIF) 

• 500 year period simulates perpetuity since Present Value (PV) approaches $0 
• Smaller initial investment opposed to including in Reclamation Cost Estimate 

Reclamation Cost Estimate (RCE) 
• 500 year period simulates perpetuity 
• Larger initial investment than LTIF since funds are all bonded up-front 
• Example: $44M in RCE vs. $3M in LTIF@ 1.525% net growth rate (discount rate) 

Examples of When Required: 
Heap Leach Pad or Tailings Facility 

• Evaporation Pond (E- Cell) -Inspection, Repair and Replacement 
o Sludge and substrate disposal, HOPE liners, distribution piping, backfill 
o 100 year replacement frequency 

• More often if TDS calculations justify 
• Water Treatment- if Long-Term Draindown rates exceed E- Cell capacity (or not appropriate) 
• Wildlife Fencing -Inspection, Repair and Replacement 

o 20 year replacement frequency 
• Monitoring- Sampling, Testing, and Reporting 

Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) 
• Water treatment 
• Monitoring- Sampling, Testing, and Reporting 

Groundwater Contamination 

• Pump-back well operating and maintenance 
• Monitoring- Sampling, Testing, and Reporting 

Miscellaneous Access/Site Work related to above 
• Access road maintenance 
• Erosion control 
• Other- as identified through time 

Options/Future Direction: 
Source control- 43 CFR 3809.420(b)(11)(iii)- Long-term, or post mining, effluent capture and treatment 
are not acceptable substitutes for source and mitigation control, and you may rely on them only after all 
reasonable source and mitigation control methods have been employed. 
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